ENQUIRING ABOUT AN ILL FRIEND

CLASS INTRODUCTION
In turn introduce yourself using the following information:

- Name  
- Age  
- Job  
- Place you live  
- Hobby
Class Rules

1. Use English only

2. Practice speaking on a topic under the guidance of the teacher

3. Don’t do personal things in the class
FRIENDSHIP

1. Vocabulary game:
   Rearrange the letters in the highlighted words to complete the poem. Who gets the most corrected words will be the winner.

2. What should people do to stay healthy?

I pray for your **coverrey**.
Quick, **lheathy** and fast
Your **Inesils** is bound to go away.
Don’t worry, it won’t **tlas**.
I am not **ivging** up on you.
Don’t you **ared** think?
You have my **godo** wishes.
Which **illw** help you recover in a wink.
Get **elwl** soon.
3. Discuss with your partner the following question: What can you do to help a classmate who has just got sick?

4. Role-play

A: Your friend has just got a fever and cannot drive to work. Offer to take him/her to work.

B: You’re A’s friend. Talk with A.
Wrap-up

• Context: Enquiring about an ill friend.
• Pronunciation: /I/ and /i:/

Find the homework to practice more at home.